COMPACT RULES
Any 4 or 6 Cylinder FWD EXCEPT Pre-79 El Dorado, Toronado, ETC. RWD Cars must be 108” or less
wheelbase
For questions about rules contact Kollin Lange at 507-766-5031

1. All doors and trunk lids may be fastened shut by 5 inch skip weld, #9 wire, or 3/8” chains on the
outside of the door seams and top of trunk lid only. Drivers door may be re-enforced for drivers safety.
2. Two front cradle mounts may be removed and you may use ¾” threaded rod or bolt to bolt solid, the
rest of the body mounts must be stock with no added bolts, wiring, or welding.
3. Bumpers may be old iron, 80’s, or a manufactured bumper. Manufactured bumpers may be up to 4”
x 4” tubing with a 4” point. No Chrysler Pointy bumpers.
4. Cutting of fenders for tire clearance is allowed, no bolting or welding of fenders.
5. Tucking the trunk lid is allowed, fastened on the top of the lid only. You may crease the truck 4 inches
max in the middle from the stock location. Fenders must stay upright, body creasing and tuck may be
done, no more than 50% of the panel.
6. Hoods may be fastened in 6 locations. You may use up to ¾” bolts sheet metal to sheet metal (Core
support mounts count as 2 of 6), #9 wire, or 3/8 chain. These 6 locations must not connect together.
Hood must have a hole cut in case of fire, hood openings may have up to (4) 3/8” bolts per opening or 8
3/8” bolts total.
7. Engines may be wired or chained in 2 locations and can go around the frame one loop only. No
engine protectors will be allowed. You may re-enforce motor mounts, header protectors and carburetor
protector will be allowed but must mount to the engine or upper (front) engine mounts only.
8. Stock axles with no bracing or modifying of brackets… all 4WD or AWD must be disabled.
9. Body mounts, suspension, and shocks must be stock only, you may weld the front strut shaft to gain
height. No re-enforcing the strut.
10. Transmission Coolers are allowed, you may alter the transmission linkage, modify your ignition,
headers allowed.
11. Any tire allowed, stuffed ok, stem protectors allowed. Wheel weights must be removed! You may
add an outer flap (extra sidewall) to the outer side for protection. You may screw or glue beads to rims.
12. Fuel tanks should be removed and located in the back seat area securely fastened and covered with
a non-flammable material. If the fuel tank is in front of the rear axle you may run in stock location at the
official’s discretion. If this becomes a safety issue you will be disqualified! If running an electric fuel
pump you must have a shut off clearly marked.
13. One battery allowed and it must be moved to the passenger side front floorboard and covered with
a non-flammable item.

14. Safety bars in or on top of the dash and behind the seat are MANDITORY with a max 8” x 8”
mounting plate. All cage material can be a max of 4” diameter. You may run side bars from the front to
rear bar with a max of 2 down bars per side to the floor. You may run a roll-bar but it can only be
attached to the seat bar unless it is being used as one of your downbars. All cage material can be no
further rearward than the most forward side of the rear wheel well tubs.
15. You must run 2 front windshield bars for safety. These bars may be up to 2” max diameter and
attach from the cowl to the roof. The attachment point may be welded or bolted, no more than a 5”
square. You may also have a driver’s door netting. No rear window bars allowed, no wire in any other
window openings, no wire from roof to any location other than specified.
16. Stock cooling systems only.
17. FRONT BUMPER FASTENING: Can be done only 1 of the 3 following ways… You are allowed to cut out
the crush zone at the end of front stubs and will be allowed to re-fasten factory bolting tabs by welding
no more than 1” from end of frame.
#1 – (HARDNOSE) You may use 1”x1” angle iron ¼” thick or less to weld one inch width of angle to frame
and one inch width to bumper on 4 sides of the frame.
#2 – (STOCK SHOCK) Bumper can be bolted to the shock and welded around the flange, shock bolted to
the frame with one pass of weld around factory bolt tabs. Shock may be welded solid.
#3 – (HOMEMADE BRACKET) You may use a maximum 13” long 3” x ¼” thick flat plate welded to the
bumper and the frame. Do not exceed 13” on the frame or you will cut!

18. If the rules do not say you can do it, don’t! Officials decision is final.

